
  

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents of the 

Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website.  This 

document provides data broken out by reports generated inside San Juan County and 

outside. 

With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been bombarded.  

Beginning on page 11 read the comments made by those who submit noise reports and 

feel the frustration, concern, and anger. 

 

 

 

 

 

Widespread Effects 
Spotted the growlers doing wide turns directly over 

Coupeville high school on Main and Terry rd. Flying 

well outside their flight zone and at very low altitude.  

Sounds like the Navy is going to make this an awful 

day in Mt. Vernon. Extremely loud noise and MASSIVE 

low frequency booms as they pass over. Not 

something that should be allowed in populated areas. 

And there's ANOTHER one. 

MacKaye Harbor, Lopez.  9/20 afternoon. On my bike 

and suddenly a huge roar.  I was startled, thinking a 

big truck had suddenly come up behind me.  Well, it 

was a roaring Growler.  Thanks a lot. These jets have 

no place here. 

Whidbey destroying Port Townsend. Can't enjoy the 

beautiful sunshine outside because of the extreme 

noise. Where's our compensation? 

Why the hell are growlers flying above homes on 

Camano for landing practice on whidbey  

Ripping sky shredding scream for a minute at least- 

thankfully this growler was just transiting overhead, 

on its way somewhere.  Dangerous levels of sound, 

few times today with sinister thunder otherwise.  

Anacortes.   

Why is this jet flying over Orcas Island...in Olga?  Too 

loud for this area. 

War Zone over Forks 

 

 

 

Jet Noise Report:  

September, October 2023 

How does the Noise feel, anyway?… 
I was completing an assessment with a client. The noise was so loud (think Blue Angels at 

Seafair), it disrupted the conversation and caused us to stop the assessment. This caused 

undue stress and anxiety to an otherwise regular assessment.  

Awful rumbling trembling thunder for much of this Tuesday with occasional shrieking metallic 

screaming warplanes overhead.  Miserable, unhealthy , unpleasant and unfit for innocent 

civilians to live with.  Anacortes  

Worst noise level, ever. Windows rattling, my chest is vibrating, extremely loud and aircraft 

flying very low. 

HUGE EXPLOSIVE ROAR from NASWI. 10:58am Oct 24.  Outside talking about a yard problem 

and we were both startled by the blast.  Conversation stopped. Prolonged roar.  Disruptive. 

At approximately 2:00PM my neighborhood was SHAKEN by an extremely low level, 

exceedingly loud overflight by multiple Growlers.  The dB level exceeded  anything I have ever 

experienced from Growlers, except when in Oak Harbor at a Growlers launch. 

 

 

 

 

This report is dedicated to the late Cynthia Dilling, a Quiet Skies advocate. 



  

Listen to the jet noise that we 

hear in our region:  

https://sounddefensealliance.org/g

rowler-videos-audio/ 

The Navy dismisses noise data:  

https://www.seattletimes.com/opi

nion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-

growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/  

INSIDE THIS REPORT: 

 Monthly Comparisons. Total and by Location 

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Reports by Day of the Week 

 Reports by Time of Day 

 Annual Comparisons 

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County Council for people to 

have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise reporting 

website.  We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.  
 

Correcting Location Data 
 

Beginning in January 2023, data reporting addresses a problem with the website’s capture of location data. 
Many reports default to a location in the center of San Juan County (SJC) when the person does not provide 
their location. This artificially has raised the number of reports attributed to San Juan County that actually come 
from outside SJC. 
 
Here is what we are doing. Some reports with invalid location data can be corrected by their comments or other 
data. Next we look only at reports with valid locations to determine the normal portion of “inside” and 
“outside” of San Juan County. Finally we assigned the reports with invalid locations to “inside” and “outside.” 
 
Future reports likely will show more reports from outside of San Juan County than previously. Considering the 
smaller population base of San Juan County compared to nearby counties also affected by Navy jet noise this is 
not surprising. This has been the trend since 2019 when we opened reporting to outside SJC. 
 
 

 

Report excessive jet noise: 

https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site 
2 2 

This report is compiled by Quiet Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies 

QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com 

Jet noise raises emotions.   
 
If you are in crisis, you can call the 
National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, at 988. Press 1 for the 
Veterans Helpline. 
 
You can also text a crisis counselor 
by messaging HOME to 741741. 
 
Crisis lines are available for all 
Washingtonians regardless of 
insurance status or income level. 
 

https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site
https://www.quietskies.info/
mailto:QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Note the variation in noise experienced by days and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly 

underestimating the impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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6 
For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.  Note the variation in noise 

experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet 

noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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Reports in 2022 
grew by 36% 
from 2021. 

This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In 

the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that 

the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise 

reports in the database since 2015 through 2022. 
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Referred to as a “density map”, this 

picture, using 15,176 noise reports 

submitted by users in 2022, offers a 

view of noise reports in the region.    

Impact hits San Juan, Island, Skagit, 

Clallam and Jefferson counties.   

Of particular note is the reach of 

Growler Jet noise to the Olympic 

Peninsula, particularly the Olympic 

National Park/Forks area. 

On the next page, parts of the map 

are enlarged for a view of San Juan 

County and Island County. These 

maps are reduced to fit the page.   
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Comments Submitted with September and October, 2023 Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Woke me up 

Sometimes Mt. Vernon is a blissful, amazing place to live. And then the 

Navy flies over. 

Horrible deep groaning-scraping rumbling.  The body expects disaster: 

avalanche, earthquake,.  Keeps one on alert.  It was a beautiful day and as 

soon as it’s dark and I need to sleep, it starts.  This is abuse.  Anacortes, near 

the ferry terminal 

Crazy loud.  

LOUD overflights all day long.  Intensifying currently! 

Keeps coming back. Only a few miles Olympic national park and they must 

be getting it worse. 

Ridiculously too loud! 

I am trying to sleep.  YOU are disrupting my sleep.  You are in a residential 

area for goodness sake.  Have you no shame? 

Navy being domestic terrorists over Mt. Vernon again 

Tried to walk my dog after work, nope! Instant chest pressure and anxiety. 

They are literally circling a wildlife preserve and 2 residential 

neighborhoods! How is this okay with anyone? 

Difficult to concentrate inside home.  

Cannot sleep. Cannot hear tv to distract myself from unrelenting jet noise. 

Noisy growlers flying overhead  

Navy being dicks again. 

There's that Sound of Freedumb again. 

I know it's a day which ends in 'Y' so it's Torture Mt. Vernon Day, but do you 

inconsiderate pricks ever stop? 

Navy terrorizing Mt. Vernon. Been listening to something distant rumbling 

towards me for a couple minutes. Bracing for a huge blast. 

With the non-stop torture of Mt. Vernon civilians, I'm guessing the local 

Navy commanders got their training at Guantanamo. 

It's 11pm. Don't you jerks ever quit? People in Mt. Vernon are trying to 

sleep. 

Interrupted business phone call. 

I'm pissed that the judge gave the Navy permission to go back to full on 

torture. I had forgotten how terrible the Navy is until this week of hell. 

Navy terrorizing Mt. Vernon. Constant rumbles and blasts of painful noise. 

Not compatible with populated areas. 

 

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running 

inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time 

is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. 

Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears. 

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 

Some reports do not include comments. 

 

 



Very loud, may have taken off from Friday Harbor airport 

I was lying in bed just falling asleep when the extremely loud sounds of a jet 

engine passed overhead from west to east, then back from east to west. 

Rather frightening and very disruptive! 

Navy torturing Mt Vernon 

I really hate the Navy. My vote is for sale. I will vote for any candidate who 

will make these b******s leave. 

Growlers making life impossible below  

Trying to enjoy a walk on the beach.  Growlers making that impossible  

Navy sucks. Go to hell 

Growlers making a lot of noise  

Crescent Harbor elementary  

Why is this jet flying over Orcas Island...in Olga?  Too loud for this area. 

S Lopez 

Hey, inconsiderate Navy peeps, I hear you like to practice.  

"Too loud and destructive of a pastoral residential community. 

"We were taking a walk and the Growler jet started to fly and we had to run 

home and cover our ears. 

Navy has been out there torturing people in Mt. Vernon all day. I think 

there's been at least one loud flyover after 10pm every night this week. 

Hope they're not boiling the frog. 

Low flying 737 military plane with gear down 

 

My wife was trying to sleep, recuperating after weeks of radiation 

treatments for breast cancer, but the Growlers rattle the house and the 

ground and everything else all afternoon.    

JFC, it’s started already. Looking forward to another 15 solid hours of this 

bullS*** jet noise. 

Horribly disturbing roaring- deep and sinister, disquieting.  I cannot 

concentrate to study at home in Anacortes mid day- Warcraft flying from 

Ault field despoiling this otherwise lovely fall day.  Belongs far from civilian 

residents. 

Intermittent thunder that is protracted and sounds like an earthquake- 

penetrating my Anacortes home all morning and now into afternoon.  It is 

disturbing.  Humans are hard wired to feel uneasy around the sounds of 

earthquakes and landslides.   

Why do the skies to the south roar and deeply shake my home?  Because 

the US navy has no regard for the civilians who they are paid to protect- to 

choose to site 100+ impossibly loud jets that must fly angry low circles for 

hours, over us daily 

Awful threatening, disquieting sky thunder-  ALL DAY, all day here near the 

ferry terminal in Anacortes- episodic but creepy and disturbing.  Navy abuse 

of Western Washington civilians  

Twin engine? Passenger jet North bound low 

Recovering from radiation therapy, trying to rest, my wife could not sleep 

all day due to continual, LOUD jet noise overhead. This public policy is a 

travesty of what the Navy's purpose. They are assaulting us, not protecting 

us.   

This is environmental noise pollution has no place in residential 

communities. 

 

 



Nose that is destructive to anything living above or below the sea. 

Still. 

It’s 11pm! When will these F****** A******* stop?!?!?! 

cool. the flying A******* are at it again.  

Several Growler overflights today that were disturbingly loud! 

the flying A******* are assholing again. this batS*** insane noise has made 

me hate the military so much. how in the F*** is this legal? 

Unbridled military authoritarianism exemplified is once again out of control 

and in need of litigation to put an end to their lack of consciousness and 

caring for the environment and any living thing above or below in the Salish 

Sea. 

so sick of these F****** A*******. also sick of losing internet when the 

flying A******* are nearby. because of course they lie their as*** off and 

say they are not interfering with wifi. 

Helicopter, very loud and continuous.   

i’m sitting in my own g****** home working on the internet when i 

suddenly lose internet/wifi for almost 20 minutes for no apparent reason. 

then, sure enough, i hear the flying A******* and realize that once again 

they have F***ed up my access.  

The Sound of Freedom sure sounds a lot like the Sound of War. Was that 

intentional? I don't want to kink shame, but maybe the Navy commanders 

are telling us they're really into perpetual war. 

Doing a second report because a single report doesn't fully capture that this 

has been going on continuously. It's not just a flyover. Well after you're no 

longer able to see the jets, the noise is still unbearable.  

Mt. Vernon.  Navy torturing citizens again. 

literally the 6TH time today the flying A******* have disrupted my 

internet/wifi. i hate them so much 

YET AGAIN my internet/wifi “randomly” goes out and then i hear the 

flyingA*******. it’s bad enough for the flyingA******* to EITHER disrupt 

wifi or to create illegal noise pollution but it’s SUPER AGGRAVATING when 

it’s both overandoverandover daily 

Still going. 10 minutes of constant noise. For people who haven't 

experienced this, it's not "noise" in the sense of a barking dog or passing 

train. This is the most powerful noise you've ever heard. You feel it in your 

sternum and blood pressure. 

STILL GOING. Must be making a huge circle around the county to make sure 

everyone gets tortured. Don't want to miss anyone. What if a few kids grow 

up without hearing loss? Gotta get 'em all. 

maybe if the flying A******* are so low over WHERE PEOPLE F****** LIVE 

because of the clouds, then the flying A******* should taske their war 

monger toys elsewhere or maybe JUST F****** LAY OFF FOR THE DAY 

3 flying A******* in 5 minutes. F*** the military. 

oh, here’s the 4th flying As**** in 8 minutes. F*** the military. 

there goes another flying As****. F*** the military. 

it’s been less than two minutes since the last flying As****. F*** the 

military. 

just two minutes since the last flying As**** and here’s another. F*** the 

military. 

4 more flying A******* in the last 5 minutes. F*** the military. 

Window shaking noise approximately every 5 minutes. Each pass 

completely drowns out conversation, including shouting and most of them 

are being picked up by my videoconferencing software. 



Disruptive jet noise. I can't wait until they are forced to operate quietly or 

elsewhere. 

Boeing 737, alt 40,545ft, reg: N912AK, Seattle to Seattle.  Information 

obtained from flightradar24.com 

Boeing 737 Max 8, reg: N336TM, Seattle to Seattle, FL 39,850, Flt BOE164 

Loud Navy jets over Mt. Vernon area again. 

NASWI is an incompetent environmental custodian. They do not give a 

damn about the environmental toxins of which Growler jet noise is but one 

of a spectrum of egregious problems they unleash on us. 

Growler landing 'extreme' noise !! 

Growler noise, rumbling from morning to night...disrupts everything: 

conversation, work, sleep. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my work day 

This is the second jet this morning. The last one flew over about an hour 

ago. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Planes flew by every 3-5 minutes for at least a half hour at a volume to 

rattle my monitor indoors and interrupt zoom meetings. 

Repeated flights are but nothing more than repeated ignorance of the 

damage the Growlers are causing. The NASWI is without a moral compass. 

I was setting on my deck trying to eat dinner and get some fresh air because 

my house is under construction I think the vibration from the growler 

locked my refrigerator and pulled the waterline leak and flooded lighthouse 

Non-stop roar of Growlers conducting landing practice for the past several 

hour. It's nearly 2200 hours. When I served, 2200 was taps, lights out, quiet! 

Same old jet noise. Disrupting when we're trying to sleep. Ridiculous. 

Jet wash noise pollution from Ault Field/Oak Harbor is huge. Density 

altitude: minus -500’. Altimeter: 30.40” Hg. 

American Airlines flight 127, Dallas to Shanghai, at 34,000ft, Boeing 772. 

Long, very loud,  thunderous rumbles all morning. Each time, and we never 

knew when, we had to stop what we were doing, wait it out. The earth 

shook, the house shook.  

I was completing an assessment with a client. The noise was so loud (think 

Blue Angels at Seafair), it disrupted the conversation and caused us to stop 

the assessment. This caused undue stress and anxiety to an otherwise 

regular assessment.  

So constant and loud, it rattles my nerves and disrupts my work. 

Growler landing practice uninterrupted ROAR, making working outside very 

unpleasant. Forces change of work plan and move indoors.  

Low flying military aircraft  

Low flying military 737 aircraft  

Woke me up 

IT’S NOT EVEN 8AM. WHAT THE F*** ARE THESE FLYING A******* DOING.  

LOUD jet overhead.  Disrupted my grandson’s play! 

i can always tell when the flying A******* are on the way even before i 

hear them because my wifi craps out. just another reason to hate these 

idiots.  

Every time we have a nice quiet day in Mt. Vernon, I'm hopeful someone in 

the Navy has had a Grinch moment and grown a heart. Then the flying 

terrorists bombard us again. 

Go away Jets! 



awesome! another F****** growler with deafening noise and disturbing 

vibration. hey growler dude….F*** YOU 

and here’s another F****** loud as F*** piece of S*** growler. F*** THE 

NAVAL AIR BASE AND ALL ASSOCIATED WITH IT. 

YAY! THE F***WITS HAVE STARTED THEIR ILLEGAL NOISE POLLUTION FOR 

THE DAY! F*** THESE A*******. F*** EVERY PERSON ON THAT PATHETIC 

NAVAL AIRBASE. 

Lopez. Direct flyovers  

annnndddd here’s another F****** As**** growler. i cannot F****** wait 

to move from this bullS***. i already made a choice to not spend money in 

oak harbor…i go to annacortes or mt. vernon. 

"yay!!! another piece of S*** flying a piece of S*** roaring overhead 

producing illegal and unconscionable levels of noise. 

F*** THE MILITARY. F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE." 

there goes the prop plane past my kitchen window AGAIN. that means 15 

more flying A******* in the next 20 minutes. F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

AND ALL ASSOCIATED WITH IT. I F****** HATE THEM SO MOTHERF****** 

MUCH. 

Iceberg point 

"Extremely disturbing 

Flew low over our house 

The house shook 

Our ears hurt" 

Very Low flying military 737 

Many other jet noises tonight 

"Trying to set on lopez 

App seems to only go to Abbotsford BC  

More jet noise 8:22pm" 

"Having problems as cannot set location 

What is happening is loud jet noise every few minutes. App doesn’t handle 

reporting for that many instances in short time frame. 

So often 

So loud  bedtime? 

We are not Hamas  

Navy does not need to do this to us" 

Ongoing jet noise 

AWESOME! LESS THAN 5 MINUTES SINCE THE LAST FLYING AS****! I HOPE 

THIS GOES ON ALLLL MOTHERF******N DAY. AGAIN. BECAUSE WHO 

WANTS TO HAVE ANY QUALITY OF LIFE, WHO WANTS TO BE ABLE TO TALK 

ON THE PHONE, TO LIVE WITHOUT EARPLUGS 16 F****** HRS/DAY?!?! 

YAY!!! THE FLYING A******* HAVE STARTED THEIR DAILY F****** 

DESTRUCTION OF THE PEACE AROUND HERE. DESTRUCTION IS WHAT THE 

MILITARY CULT IS ALL ABOUT. F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE.  I HATE THEM 

SOOO MOTHERF****** MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

ANNNNDDDD HERE’S THE NEXT F****** AS**** ROARING OVERHEAD. F*** 

THE NAVAL AIRBASE AND ALL WHO SUPPORT IT. 

fabulous!! i had 10 minutes to talk on the phone without shouting “i can’t 

hear you, wait until the flying A******* have passed.” i’m gonna get spoiled 

by thinking that normal daily activities can be carried out to any extent 

whatsoever.  



THANKS SO MUCH FOR THE HEADACHE 3 DAYS IN A ROW. OH, AND THE 

NONSTOP RINGING IN MY EARS. LOOKING FORWARD TO HAVING ANOTHER 

DAY RUINED BY THESE F****** FLYING A*******. 

South Lopez.  10:07am. 10/12.  The roaring and pounding of jet roaring from 

Whidbey seems continuous.  It is anxiety producing.  The noise is so 

disturbing, like nearby bombing. Hard to keep my mind on my work. 

there goes another flying As****. at least they aren’t less than 200 feet off 

the ground yet today. 

A whole country side destroyed. Collateral damage as the sound destroys 

our homes. No suitor I have lived by is this loud. Did I mention I'm over 10 

miles away!!!!  

"Extremely loud, persistent aircraft noise & vibration. Disrupts talking 

outdoors, & vibrations felt in house. 

Spotted the growlers doing wide turns directly over Coupeville high school 

on Main and Terry rd. Flying well outside their flight zone and at very low 

altitude.  

Beautiful, quiet night until the Navy ruins it again with the painfully loud 

noise over Mt. Vernon. 

after a day yesterday with just a few A******* flying right overhead 150’ off 

the ground, today is starting off with the usual flying As**** flying so low 

and close that it is deafening. plus the noise makes the wolves at the 

sanctuary howl. oh joy. 

All f$&#ing Morning. This is bs 

Too loud! The Navy has no reverence for this OLF setting which is a pastoral 

setting and is bereft of any thinking that seeks the divine in the 

environment. Their military authoritarian consciousness is a baser 

destructive state of consciousness.  

Too Loud! The Navy aircraft need to leave! 

Navy torturing Mt. Vernon 

Is it redundant to keep reporting?  

It's the Sound of Freedumb over Mt. Vernon! 

Multiple low level (just above the clouds) military aircraft over my house 

disturbing my morning  

Loud overflights this morning 

Loud jets overhead make me think of war. 

Low flying military aircraft disrupting my afternoon.  

Maybe we need a new branch of the military to defend us from the Navy's 

domestic terrorists! 

If the Navy were to move away completely, I wouldn't be sad at all. Just 

saying. 

Low flying military aircraft  

Wow!  Flightradar24 ID's the noise as a growler- 168391, serial G-77, 

475mpg, 20,575 ft. 

That last entry about the growler ID'd by Flightradar24 is over 20 miles at 

sea and 23,800 ft but it still rocks Forks.  Ugh. 

Awful rumbling trembling thunder for much of this Tuesday with occasional 

shrieking metallic screaming warplanes overhead.  Miserable, unhealthy , 

unpleasant and unfit for innocent civilians to live with.  Anacortes  

Help help! There are war planes flying all over making a huge noise. Are we 

at war? No? Just the Navy being inconsiderate jerks? 

The Navy's terrorists have been attacking Mt. Vernon all evening. 

Very low LOUD GROWLER overhead  

Low flying military aircraft disrupting my evening activities  



Navy terrorizing Mt. Vernon. 

Alright, the terrorists win (again). Stuffing earplugs in my ears (again). 

Wishing the Navy had even an ounce of compassion (again).  

Landing practice making extreme noise 

The terrorists are back. When will the Navy's war on Mt. Vernon end? 

I think that was the Navy terrorists again over Mt. Vernon. Sometimes it's 

hard to tell until the noise becomes a persistent high power low frequency 

blast. 

The self-serving anti-heroes in the Navy are attacking Mt. Vernon again. 

Incredibly loud jet flew over Mt. Vernon again. And again. And again. And 

again. And again. And again. And again. And again. And again. And again. 

Single jet/group gave us a low window rattling pass that made conversation 

impossible. 

Is that the Navy Terrorists torturing Mt. Vernon citizens just after sundown? 

Why, yes, I think it is. Two middle fingers for the Navy Terrorists. 

Third pass in 10 minutes, couldn't communicate during this one again. 

"SKB11" identified as aircraft making noise over us. Information is from 

online flight profile website. AC is @ 5100 ft, 440mph. 

"SKB11" again, just off the coast as per flight website. 

Monstrous rumbling sound right now. I suppose it's thematic for Halloween, 

but it's scary knowing the monsters are real and will never stop torturing us. 

Constant roar of Growlers   

There's the Navy out torturing the people of Mt. Vernon again. Was hosting 

an online meeting this morning and had to pause because I couldn't hear 

anyone talking. 

Constant and extremely loud, there’s no way to escape the noise and 

vibration. It creates anxiety and it’s overwhelming. I just want peace. 

Persisten continuous, disruptive disruptive NOISE 

Survived the Navy's morning terrorism. And now hunkering down for the 

evening torture. 

Interrupting Halloween party and trick-or-treaters 

So loud you can’t hear anyone it’s Halloween night there’s trick-or-treaters 

out hiring their ears babies next door just a few months old can’t wear 

earplugs. What are they doing to our children? 

Growlers making life hell  

Dinner hour AND Halloween.  Only Navy Oak Harbor could be SO 

thoughtless. 

Who needs scary movies when you've got the Navy terrorists spoiling 

Halloween? Sure would be nice if you jerks would pull out a Ouija board and 

ask for a better place to fly your torture machines. 

Vrooooom vrooom vroom   Navy jets making big sounds. Huge sounds. Such 

important people. Stroking their machismo tainted egos. 

Oh no! The Navy is at war with Mt. Vernon again! 

GO AWAY! It's been 10 minutes of constant loud rumbling. You're 

disingenuous scum are LYING about your noise estimates. You can NOT 

average throughout the day  

ANA113, 34,000 ft 

Well that was certainly unnecessarily loud. Have you considered taking your 

big metal ego pods someplace more appropriate? Maybe the bottom of the 

ocean or rammed into a cliff side? 

Flyovers 



F*** the navy 

8:01pm, Sept 5. S Lopez.  Loud jet roaring in the skies.  Constant thunder.  

Sounds like Island County is being pounded, but the jet roar carries here as 

well.  Must be war.  Certainly is a war that the Navy carries out against all of 

us. 

8:10pm. S Lopez.  I must keep reporting this noise.  It is constant thunder 

roaring from jets...sounds like I am hearing jets taking off, sweeping around 

the skies.  Big rushing roars, vibrating the air. 

8:07pm. S Lopez.  The jet thunder continues.  Yet ANOTHER jet roar 

emanates from the south. Constant noise roaring in the skies.  Unpleasant 

to be outside.  Is this what it sounds  like in Ukraine? NASWI brings the war 

to us. 

8:03pm.  Sept 5.  S Lopez.  The jet thunder continues.  Sounds like another 

jet sweeping through the skies to the south of us.  But it is VERY LOUD.. 

8:15pm. S Lopez. Disruptive noise continues. I have decided to close our 

doors and windows. Too bad. It is a nice evening. But the rushing roaring jet 

noise as it echoes around is disturbing. Sort of PTSD based on previous 

experience with Growlers. 

F*** the navy 

The jets have woken my child yet again! Stop flying over the residential 

neighborhoods! Figure it out and fly somewhere else! I’m tired of the 

disruption. Go away!!!!! 

S Lopez.  10am, Sept 6.  Enduring jet roaring and rumbling this morning.  

Another one right now.....and now another one.  GO AWAY!  Navy has 

better places to put these noisy jets than this populated area. 

S Lopez. 12:45pm  LOUD jet noise roaring over South Lopez.  The roar is 

rolling around in the skies, echoing all around. The noise jams itself right 

into our home. 

S Lopez. Sept 6 12:07pm.  A LOUD roar in the skies.  Doors and windows 

open and it blotted out the conversation inside!  That is TOO LOUD!! 

Horrendous noise. I can see the panes from my deck and see into the 

cockpit. We are not a village that needs to be destroyed in order to save it. 

Shaking the house! Horrible  

Update the flight schedule so we can plan accordingly  

Southend, Lopez.  Very loud jet over us.  Sounds like it will be landing! 

S lopez Roaring Growler jet noise over us. Very annoying. 

S. Lopez, Sept 6.  ANOTHER loud roaring  from Growler. Thunder thunder 

thunder..... 

South Lopez.  And here we have ANOTHER roaring jet in the skies.  4:51pm 

Right overhead  

Touch and go practice at NASWI is deafening! F*** the navy  

"Horrendously loud! 

The Navy needs to stop the destruction of the environment where and 

others live." 

The navy jets are making me sick and are loud can you get the navy jets off 

this island they are very much hurting me and my dad and others this has 

been a really difficult depressing time for me. Your Navy jets are Abusing 

me and others. Jessica  

Ridiculously too loud for a residential community like ours. NASWI, get a 

moral compass and stop killing us with your jet noise and other 

environmental deleterious problems. 

"The flight schedule says sept 3rd??? 

This is the 6th!!!!!  



This is bullS***! I didn’t even get a chance to prepare my animals or 

children! 

Contacting authorities!" 

South Lopez, Sept 6 7:44pm.  The jet noise outside is just CRAZY.  The 

roaring is deep, penetrating.  Opened the door, thinking I would take a 

walk, and came right in again.  It is just TOO LOUD for an evening walk after 

dinner.  This is ABUSE. 

"I find it interesting?? 

There is a lawsuit and you are still disrupting animal life and children???" 

Just contacted the governor! 

Update the flight schedule  

More bombing Ron's over town. This really sucks. 

Way too loud for high-flying jets. at the minimum, they were disturbing the 

peace. after all, the is a quiet pastoral place. 

Update the flight schedule  

The nut case Growlers are too loud! They do not belong flying in the Crocket 

Lake Estates. 

Over the top and way too loud. A couple of hours ago they few for at least 

an hour with no let up. 

"STOP! 

My mental health and sleep is trashed!  

This is a terrifying sound!!!!!!" 

"Stop! 

These! jets are made to make people afraid! Before an attack! 

Why In the hell would you fly these over our community??? 

Reporting you again!" 

Please STOP!!!!!!!!! 

Here it is bedtime and the uncaring Growler jets are flying, totally stupid!  

They flew again about an hour ago for an hour. 

"   STOP! 

F-ing making terrifying noise! PMEASE!!!" 

Over 5 hours of unbearable noise.  No concern for kids back in school, 

needing sleep. Stop ruining lives.   

Hospital! Mount Vernon! 

Low overflights 

I wish I had hearing protection in. So loud it frightened livestock.  I don’t 

remember it ever being this loud before.  Now I have tinnitus.  

Get your damn Jets OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE 

PART OF YOUR WARGAMES!!  

These A******* have been flying DIRECTLY OVER MY HOUSE ABOUT 200 

FEET OFF THE GROUND all morning. The noise is incredibly loud. Dishes 

rattling. I hate them so much. 

2 Growlers in formation over south Lopez 

Navy making life terrible in Mt. Vernon. They could go to a more 

appropriate location with a more appropriate base, but they choose not to 

because they're cruel. 

F*** jets 

Great. Jet flew overhead just as the ferry was being announced. Missed the 

announcement. This sucks 



Would be a good day for noise cancelling headphones. Or, even better, 

Growler Cancelling senators. I will vote for anyone who promises to end this 

madness! 

FLY SOMEWHERE ELSE!!! Stop flying over our homes! Figure something out 

so you stop waking my child up! It is so disruptive. Go away and stay out of 

our neighborhoods!  

Navy is out terrorizing Mt. Vernon. Hope it doesn't turn out to be like 

yesterday. 

The last three months have been mostly ok and I thought maybe the Navy 

was being reasonable. Now I find they've just been waiting for the judge to 

give them the green light to go back to full time terrorism. Back to house 

hunting. 

There's another one over Mt. Vernon. I took a day off work today, but since 

the Navy makes it painful (and occasionally dangerous) to be outside, I can 

sit here all day reporting how awful the Navy makes things. 

Not on the schedule and here we are again with disruptive and annoying 

jets flying RIGHT over our house while our child is trying to sleep. Just go 

find somewhere else to fly!!!!!! Stop disturbing my child’s sleep.  

Started the morning off with three super loud jets right over Mt. Vernon. 

Not even 10am yet and I get to spend the whole rest of the day with a 

headache. You're not heroes. You're domestic terrorists. 

Woke me up, shook house 

You scum bags. 10:15pm on a Sunday night and you decide to take an ear 

splitting, sleep disrupting joy ride over Mt. Vernon. I thought I heard the 

deep rumble of your hateful machines revving up. You fit the definition of 

terrorists more each day. 

I have never heard Growlers this late at night. It lasted for about 1 to 1.5 

minutes. 

Loud jet over South Lopez.  12:04pm. 

South Lopez. The skies are rumbling and roaring with Growler jet noise this 

afternoon. 

There is a LOT OF JET NOISE in the skies.  Afternoon, S. Lopez. 

Horrendously too loud Growler jet noise! Some who live here have to move 

completely out of the OLF Coupeville area as the environmental disaster 

happens, again and again and again, ad nausiam. 

Thought it would be nice to sit out on the patio this evening, but we were 

wrong.  Jet noise in the skies just makes the atmosphere WRONG.  Sounds 

like a war. We went inside and closed windows and doors.  The Navy is just 

disgusting. South Lopez. 

8:54pm. Mud Bay, Lopez.  SCREAMING ROARING GROWLER overhead.  It 

could be landing here for as loud as it is right now!!!!.  What is a Growler 

doing flying over Lopez at this time of night?  

Another loud growler over South Lopez. 9:03 pm 

DIRECTLY OVER THE TOWN!!! 

Growler low and loud  

The Navy torturers are floating their machismo above Mt. Vernon again. 

More of the Navy terrorizing Mt. Vernon. Probably going to go on all day. 

Why bother living in a beautiful part of the world if you can't go outside? 

2 planes very low 

Outrageously loud, totally irresponsible, and an environmental disaster! 

EXTREMELY loud overflight, low moving east to west. I fear this is the start  

Many loud flights overhead. 

Growlers making life hell below  



Two growlers screaming over Lopez Village, flying south-ish. 12:50am. 

Disrupted conversation. 

The Navy sucks. That's all. 

Extra loud roaring growler over center of Lopez, what is it doing here? Go 

away! 

Whidbey jets affecting Port Townsend serenity 

Growlers making a hellish amount of noise  

MacKaye Harbor, Lopez.  9/20 afternoon. On my bike and suddenly a huge 

roar.  I was startled, thinking a big truck had suddenly come up behind me.  

Well, it was a roaring Growler.  Thanks a lot. These jets have no place here. 

LOUD LOUD SCREAMING AND ROARING JET over us.  3:36pm. 9/20. South 

Lopez. 

Unlike Vegas, Whidbey doesn't keep its loud aircraft in Whidbey. Not 

everyone wants to share in this. 

Windjammer park ! Right over Oak Harbor .How many civilians will be killed 

when one of these jets or large planes crashes ? 

ANOTHER loud jet over South Lopez/ Mud Bay.  Roaring. Filling the sky and 

our home with NOISE!!!! 

4:30 ANOTHER Growler roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez.  Might be two since it 

is so noisy. I do not have time to go out and look.  THE NOISE IS 

OBNOXIOUS.  Deep, long penetrating roar.  Why do the jets need to fly over 

homes? 

What is going on?  Is today "Let's fly over Lopez and really annoy them"? 

Another VERY LOUD SCREAMING jet over us.  Sept 20. 

This obscene noise has been going on all day. Move this out to the desert. 

S Lopez. Jet noise everywhere in the skies.  We thought it would be nice to 

be outside this early evening, but the jet noise is intolerable. What is with 

flying over Lopez?  Is this really the flight pattern, or just arrogance of the 

Navy? 

7:25pm.  9/20. S Lopez.  Roaring jet over us.  I sympathize with the 

Coupeville folks and the Navy's excessive treachery there.  I am mad that 

the Navy encroaches  and pushes jet noise into our homes, anywhere. 

It’s 9:00. Time to go to sleep on S Lopez 

9pm.  S. Lopez. Just about ready to think of sleeping & there is this 

tremendous Growler  scream & then long long long roar.  Over us.  Still 

roaring. I still wonder why the Navy thinks it is OK to invade homes. Now I 

feel the anxiety of more noise. 

Can't believe how loud this is and we're not on Whidbey. Can't Whidbey 

keep their wanted noise on Whidbey? WA state needs to protect the other 

counties from this menace. 

Once again, the nose in the vicinity of the house was too loud and my oldest 

daughter was outside taking a walk and had to put on headphones to save 

her hearing. 

same plane, now too loud 

More growler noise this morning.  Growler over head. 9/25. 10:46.am.  

South Lopez.  

OMFG they have been flying 200’ above my house all morning. I HATE THEM 

SO MUCH. I just came back from 10 days in BC without the constant ear 

splitting noise. I had forgotten how nice it was to not live with these flying 

A*******. Can’t wait to leave 

First fall feeling weather of the year Anacortes by the ferry and as nearly 

always the sounds of wind and some rain is despoiled by navy warplanes- 

some screaming loud and much threatening thunder.  It’s awful and not at 

all peaceful.  Mid day 

GEEZ THAT GROWLER WAS SO LOW AND LOUD I COULD HEAR THE HET FUEL 

BURNING     



GET YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE!! You are 

destroying our hearing and our Peace!! We NEVER agreed to be part of your 

Wargames!! STOP FLYING LOW OVER US NOW!! 

Multiple low level growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

ALL FREAKING DAY LONG these A******* have been flying a couple 

hundred feet above my home. I HATE THEM SOOOOOO FREAKING MUCH 

defeaning 

Lopez Village. Early evening.  LOUD LOUD Growler roaring over Lopez 

Village.  Disrupted dinner conversation. 

Low level growler aircraft disrupting our evening  

OMFG it has just gotten louder and louder all day. it literally makes my ears 

ring.  the vibration is so intense. i HATEEEEEE THEM SOOOOO MUCH 

Beautiful sound of the wind and rain. Completely spoiled by the Navy 

treating Mt. Vernon like we're in a perpetual war zone. 

Steady roar and scream of jets, often 100+ decibels, for most of a walk 

through Hoypus peninsula, part of the state park. Have we made it a 

military reserve? No one could even say hello on the trail. Hikers all shook 

our heads at the travesty.  

ALL FREAKING DAY THESE A******* ARE FLYING SUPER LOW., THE NOISE IS 

DEAFENING. I HATE THEM SOOOO MUCH. 

TWO MORE JUST FLEW BY LIKE 150 FEET OFF THE GROUND. WHAT THE F*** 

IS WRONG WITH THESE A*******????? 

TWO MORE JUST WENT TEARING BY AT EXTREMELY LOIW ALTITUDE. F*** 

THESE A*******. DEFUND THE MILITARY. 

Lopez, south end.  Evening, Sept 26 Sounds like Anacortes and Oak Harbor 

are being bombed.  The skies are filled with growler roaring. 

2 more flying A******* about 150’ off the ground just went tearing past 

RIGHT OVERHEAD. Oh, THERE’S A THIRD ONE just now. HOW IN THE 

F***KKKKKK are they authorized to fly so low over non-military 

property???? OH, NOW A FOURTH ONE. F*** THE MILITARY 

THERE’S A FIFTH ONE IN LESS THAN TEN MINUTES, 150’ OFF THE GROUND. 

OH, THERE GOES TYHE 6TH ONE NOW.  F*** THE MILITARY!!!!!!! 

THERE GOES A SEVENTH IN LESS THAN 20 MINUTES. SO F****** LOW AND 

LOUD. HERE COMES #8 IN LESS THAN 20 MINUTES. F*** THESE A*******. 

HERE COMES #9 IN LESS THAN 20 MINUTES. HERE COMES #10 AND #11 IN 

LESS THEN 20 MINUTES. F*** THESE A*******!!!!!!! 

HERE’S #13 IN LESS THAN 20 MINUTES. HERE’S #14 IN LESS THAN 20 

MINUTES. SO F****** LOW AND SO F****** LOUD!!!!! 

HERE’S #15 AND #16 IN 20 MINUTES. SO F****** LOW AND SO F****** 

LOUD. F*** THESE A*******., 

OMFG. THEY HAVE NOT STOPPED FLYING OVERHEAD FOR OVER 20 

MINUTES. F*** THESE A*******. F*** THE MILITARY. 

J**** MOTHERF****** C****. WHEN ARE THESE F****** A******* GOING 

TO STOP?!?!? 

SIX FLYING F****** A******* IN THE LAST FIVE MINUTES. WHAT IN THE 

F***KKK IS THEIR PROBLEM? F*** THESE A*******. F*** THE MILITARY. 

UNTIL I MOVED HERE WITH THESE A******* I WAS NEUTRAL ON THE 

MILITARY, NOW I HATTEEEEE ALL MILITARY. 

THREE MORE IN THE LAST THREE MINUTES. MAKE THAT FIVE, SINCE TWO 

MORE FLYING A******* JUST WENT ROARING PAST AS I WAS WRITING 

THIS. F*** THE MILITARY AND F*** THESE FLYING A******* IN 

PARTICULAR!!!! 

YET ANOTHER FLYING AS**** 

YET ANOTHER FLYING AS****. I WAS TRYING TO GET SOME COMPUTER 

WORK DONE TONIGHT, SITTING IN MY OWN F****** HOME BUT THESE 



FLYING A******* HAVE BEEN FLYING SUPER CLOSE TO THE GROUND ALL 

F****** DAY AND HAVE BEEN NONF****** STOP FOR OVER A F****** 

HOUR 

Oh man ! The ceiling is so low and dense with moisture that the sound from 

the Growlers is worse! It must bounce back and forth . I just want to cry!  

S. Lopez. The jet thunder is continuous.  Like jets taking off one after the 

other.  A bombing raid?  Sounds and feels AWFUL.  Noise like this usually 

portends direct flights over us as the jets return. PTSD.  My heart is racing. 

F****** A, THESE FLYING A******* JUST WON’T STOP 

oh my F****** god. when will these A******* stop? i hate them so much. 

WHAT F****** A*******., WHEN WILL THIS INCREDIBLY LOUD NOISE 

STOP??? I F****** HATE THEM SO 

MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

S Lopez 

I think that's the ear splitting sound of the Navy torturing Mt. Vernon 

residents again. Freedumb! 

GET THE HELL OUT OF OUR NEIGHBORHOODS!!! Stop flying nonstop over 

our homes! You are disturbing and disrupting my child’s sleep. I am so tired 

of it! Figure your stuff out and get out of the neighborhoods. Go away!!!!! 

Landing practice is shaking the windows!  Nonstop extremely loud! 

Another nightmare of noise in my own home 

Too loud for residential area.  Growlers need a remote location for this kind 

of flying  

I hope some day you Navy pilots and base commanders find something you 

really love; the dream you've been looking for most of your life. And then 

have it violently taken away from you by uncaring narcissists claiming to be 

heroes. 

I’m inside the house and it’s still very loud  

123.3 SD 

Too damn loud.  Growlers need to go  

Very low flying. Extreme window vibrations. Whole house is vibrating! This 

is not normal. It is excessive. 

I’m in the house and it rumbles and it’s loud. They have been flying all 

week. They need to stop 

Newborn baby in the house they can’t  wear air plugs Damaging their ears 

drums 

Get the damn growlers out of here  

Shattering noise from landing practice by multiple aircraft! 

Way too loud for residential homes  

Navy's out torturing Mt. Vernon. Getting louder and louder as I'm typing 

this. 

Loud growler over South Lopez.  Sept 29. 

Screaming growler over the South end of Lopez.  There have been quite a 

few in the past several minutes. 

Screaming Growler over South Lopez.  The noise rolls around the whole sky. 

ANOTHER noisy Growler disrupts the morning.  11:29am.  South Lopez. 

more planes. more disconnected internet. i hate the flying A******* more 

each time they go roaring past. F*** the military. 

yet again my internet/wifi was disabled when the flying A******* roared 

overhead just now. i hate them sooooooooooo much 



Growler over Mud Bay, Lopez.  9/29. 12:37pm.  Screaming and roaring, 

What are you doing creating disruption here? I know you are a major 

disruptor in Coupeville, so now Lopez is added to your list? 

Sounds like thunder.  Jet noise rolling around in the skies.  S Lopez. 

10/2. 11:07. Screaming and roaring Growler over Mud Bay, Lopez.  This is 

not momentary.  It is prolonged. Blocked out conversation in our home. The 

Navy INVADES our home. How can this be right? Still roaring. 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down (likely based on how loud and 

slow) 

Shook dinner table 

6:45pm. 10/2. S Lopez.  Ear-splitting scream of a growler overhead.  Friends 

over for dinner and conversation simply stopped.  "What's that?"  "How do 

you put up with that?"  Long long long roar, then some quiet, but the 

conversation was broken. 

two minutes since the last flying As****. i hate them so much. F*** the 

military. 

I wanted to go walk in the woods at night, but I gave up when the planes 

started shrieking. I should be able to go outside at any time without fear of 

military assaults and state-endorsed erosion of my physical and mental 

health. That's real freedom. 

The military's contempt for human life is illustrated every time they route 

their war machines over homes at low altitude and at extreme volume. The 

only freedom the military care about is their own license to rape, pillage, 

and destroy. 

My 2nd submission tonight because since my first, planes have been flying 

louder and lower over the NW corner of Anacortes, military should notify 

('Amber alerts') if searching for a ship or lost  hiker in WA Park. Babies next 

door crying! Upsetting! 

My child cannot sleep through the CONSTANT noise tonight, even with all 

the windows shut and our white noise machine on. It is nonstop. He has 

school in the morning.  

Anacortes, next to WA Park, it's going on 45 minutes of deafening jet noise. 

Jets or some large fast aircraft circling over the NW corner of Anacortes. As I 

type this at 8:22, planes are going over again for at least the 8th or 10th 

time.  

Congresspeople like Rick Larson care more about servicing the military 

occupiers than their own constituents. He should be forced to live in 

Anacortes or North Whidbey, or any other of the permanent warzones 

amoral warmongers like him perpetuate. 

The domestic terrorists have started their day torturing Mt. Vernon citizens. 

Sounds like the Navy is going to make this an awful day in Mt. Vernon. 

Extremely loud noise and MASSIVE low frequency booms as they pass over. 

Not something that should be allowed in populated areas. And there's 

ANOTHER one. 

9/3. 3:27pm.  S. Lopez. Just taking a walk outside to clear my head from 

computer work. Sad to say, there must be a war going on Whidbey.  The 

sound of echoing jet roar is loud and persistent..  The noise drums into my 

head. I cut short my walk. 

Silver plane, blue belly. 

Growlers making life hell below  

Very loud and excessive. 

Thanks again to the USN Command….. ruining for children, seniors, all US 

Citizens enjoyment of the beauty, serenity, and peace of one of the best 

sunsets of the season. Why.?   Complete  misunderstanding of the mission? 

Complete misunderstanding .  

Way too loud for residential area  



Ear piercing sound 

Sounds like we’re under attack. It’s so loud affecting our health  

Enormous noise over Mt Vernon just before 9pm 

I have high blood drive for anxiety. The noise is too loud. 

Blow our eardrums out, navy never return phone calls 

Can’t carry on conversations 

Torturing us again we have health issues and have at our home damage 

from vibration, water leaks, electric issues 

Lopez. Blasts over the water 

it’s cloudy today. does that mean the flying A******* are going to be 

disrupting normal life all F****** day AGAIN? F*** the military but i guess 

it’s true to form for them to ignore all laws and bully the community and 

destroy any goodwill for them. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Loud jet overhead. S. Lopez. 10/4 

Two low passes over south Lopez 

10:03am 10/4. Mud Bay Lopez. Startled by screaming growler over head. 

Might be two, it is so LOUD, but it is foggy and cannot see.  Still roaring.  Still 

roaring.  Why is flying over homes necessary? 

Lopez village. 10/4 11:05am blistering ear splitting scream of growler 

overhead. Ripping the sky and blasting my ears. What is it doing over Lopez 

Village? Navy is not trustworthy. 

Lopez direct flyover 

Lowest to ground ever 

12:22pm Oct 4. ANOTHER Growler over mid Lopez. I think pilots are playing 

games. What business do they have to fly in circles over Lopez? Huge noise. 

12:14pm. Oct 4. Middle of Lopez Island. Roaring growler overhead. So 

Loud!!!!!!!  

12:17pm Oct 4. Mid Lopez Island. Strafed by growler overhead. Roaring a 

screaming. 

12:25pm. Oct 4 . Middle of Lopez. Near the school. Growler roaring over us 

Again. 7th jet. I think it is the same one going in circles. This is abuse by 

arrogant Navy. 

12:28pm Oct 4. I know the Navy regularly terrorizes Coupeville, and now we 

are being noise bombed by screaming growler over the middle of Lopez. 

Continuous roaring as it swoops around. 

12:20pm. Oct 4. Another jet roaring overhead. Three in a row. Deep roaring 

a ripping sound as it turns mid Lopez. 

Multiple low level growler aircraft with gear Dow based on how loud  

Growlers flying low and loud over my house  

In Moran Park. Mtn Lake Trail. 

Extremely low flying growler aircraft  

Lopez. Take off blasts. Hour upon hour 

The noise today is obnoxious. Mix CB up the. Light patterns! 

Growler flights have been going on intermittently all day from about 10AM 

till now.  These flights have been extremely loud...the loudest I can 

remember of all the Growler flights.  The Navy has yet to prepare a 

satisfactory EIS....shamefull. 

Was out walking the dog. An aircraft passed overhead and was so loud we 

had to cover our ears for 30-60 seconds. It was deafening! Very unpleasant. 



Extremely loud growler aircraft with gear down 

Growler noise is everywhere on South Lopez.  Screaming over us, and deep 

bombing in the near-distance. October 4 is the Navy's designated day to 

injure Lopez residents. 

5:16pm. 10/4, Lopez. Growlers have been flying over Lopez in unusual 

pattern today.  Right now, flying over Mud Bay toward Anacortes. Loud, 

gritty, ripping noise. Blotted out the TV. Still roaring. Now can hear it as, I 

think, it is turning.  

7"04pm. Oct 4.  South Lopez.  The jet roar in the sky is incredible AND 

disheartening.  A walk outside is painful.  The roar is persistent, thundering. 

The war is on.  And it is against the Salish Sea residents. 

Too low, too loud  

there’s another just now. i was TRYING to talk to a friend on the phone 

earlier and half of the convo was me saying “I can’t hear you the jets are 

right overhead” and she said “that’s unbelievably loud, how the F*** do 

you live with that” 

i couldn’t even finish my last complaint and there’s ANOTHER FLYING 

AS**** RIGHT OVERHEAD. i hate them so much. pseudo-patriotic A******* 

who are really just bullies and law breakers. F*** the military. 

and there’s another flying As****. F****** a i hate them so much. 

guarantee there’s another flying As**** 30 seconds, onen is never enough. 

LOUD GROWLER interrupted our dinner cribbage game. 

8:36pm. Oct 4.  LOUD SCREAMING JET OVER SOUTH LOPEZ. Will this go on 

all night.  Sorry that Coupeville experiences this too.  

8:14pm. Oct 4.  A nightmare of a day.  S. Lopez,  Now ANOTHER roaring 

growler over us. 

Enough for tonight. It's almost 10pm and this noise has been continuous for 

at least an hour. Be a good neighbor. 

So loud, I can’t carry on a conversation with my daughter on the phone. We  

have to wait in between flights  to hear each other. 

Affecting my health and ability to do things around our home 

with babies in The house can’t projector there ears 

and here’s yet another flying As**** doing their As**** things. why don’t 

you run off and play with your war monger toys somehwhere where you 

aren’t hated? 

F***!!! GO AWAY!!! JUST STOP!!!! I WANT TO GO TO SLEEP!!! F*** ALL OF 

YOU MILKITARY T***S!!!!!!!!! 

F***, i wish i could record how loud these A******* are and submit that as 

my complaint. what the F*** is wrong with these d*******s. i hate them so 

much 

"It’s almost 10:00! Really???? 

We are tucking our kids and animals in. 

Please STOP!" 

"My mental health is at risk! The world situation is hard enough! With this 

on top of it!  

Growlers are terrifying to hear!! STOP!" 

there’s another flying As****. so F****** sick of the noise and the 

vibration. i hate the military and every person in it. 

Just in time for lunch recess on a sunny day ! 

S. Lopez. 10/6. Trying to sleep this morning to recover from medical 

procedure and I was jolted awake by a long series of jet engine blasts.  

Rumble and roaring.  On and on and on.  All the Growlers taking off at once?  

Are we at war? 



why are these F****** A******* flying 200 feet off the ground when there 

are no clouds?!?!  

and there is another flying As**** so low that i can almost read the 

numbers on the bottom. what in the F*** is their problem? i hate them so 

much. useless pieces of S***. 

10:16am. October 6. S Lopez.  ANOTHER huge rumbling roar from Whidbey.  

Like an earthquake. 

Oct 6. 10:24am. ANOTHER episode of rolling thunder slamming into our 

home.  The vibrating waves come right across the water, 14 miles! Arrogant 

Navy. 

Oct 6. 10:20am Lopez.  Growler noise continues.  Penetrating deep rumbling 

roar that vibrates through the floor of our home. 

two more flying A******* 200 feet off the ground. the noise, the vibration 

are unbelievable. how the F*** is this legal? i hate them so much. 

"Outrageously too loud. At this time a DDA counselor is conducting an 

annual review of my daughter and the counselor is appalled at the 

deafening loud noise level! 

NASWI is a destroyer of the environment and living things above and below 

the Sea. 

Terrific, the loudest airplanes on the planet are over my house at 1pm on a 

weekday. I guess I’ll just not work today 

Loud growler roaring over South Lopez.  STOP!!! 

Saturday, Oct 7, 11:27.  Trying to enjoy some outside time on a Saturday.  

Beautiful Day, and what is going on??? BLASTS and ROARING Growlers from 

WHIDBEY.  Disgusted with the Navy.  You need to practice, but NOT over 

populated areas. 

ARE THESE F****** MORONS GOING TO BE DOING THIS F****** BULLS*** 

ALL F****** DAY?!?! THAT’S NOT “THE SOUND OF FREEDOM” IT’S THE 

SOUND OF TINY LITTLE PENISES 

THESE A******* HAVE BEEN STAFING MY HOME FOR 30 MINUTES, NON 

F****** STOP. I HATE EVERY SINGLE ONE OF THESE PIERCES OF S***. 

I LITERALLY CANNOT EVEN HOLD A CONVERSATION WITH A PERSON 2 FEET 

AWAY FROM ME, LET ALONE ON THE PHONE. F*** THESE A*******. 

RIGHT F****** OVERHEAD. AGAIN. STILL!!!!!! F*** THEM. IT’S UN F****** 

RELENTING TODAY. 

WHY ARE THESE IDIOTS FLYING LESS THAN 200 FEET OFF THE GROUND? 

THEY SEEM FAR TOO STUPID TO BE OPERATING DANGEROUS MACHINERY 

ABOVE POPULATION CENTERS FULL OF NORMAL CITIZENS TRYING TO LIVE 

OUR LIVES. 

EAR PLUGS ARE USELESS AGAINST THE ASSAULT OF THESE SMALL PENIS 

MORONIC A*******. F*** THEM, F*** THEIR ASSININE PLANES, AND MOST 

OF ALL F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

I CANNOT WAIT TO LEAVE THIS BEAUTIFUL PLACE THAT HAS BEEN TURNED 

INTO A S***HOLE BY THESE F****** AS***** PLAYING WITH THEIR WAR 

TOYS. THE VIBRATION IS UNBELIEVABLE. I HATE THEM. 

OH MY MOTHERF****** GOD. IT HAS BEEN NONSTOP FLYING A******* 

FOR 90 MINUTES., ROARING BY 200 FEET OVERHEAD. F*** THESE IDIOTS. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE.  

awesome, it’s 8;35 and the noise from these F****** A******* already 

made my ears start to ring. looking forward to having a headache all day 

AGAIN too. I F****** HATE THESE A******* SO F****** 

MUCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

this one is even lower thasn the one LESS THAN 20 F****** SECONDS AGO 

45 seconds since the last flying F***tard, this one even louder.  



FEEL THE WHOLE F****** FLOOR VIBRATE FROM THESE FLYING A******* 

ROARING PAST SOOOO MOTHERF****** LOW TO THE GROUND. HAVE I 

MENTIONED HOW MUCH I HATE THEM? 

water glass sitting on my table is VIBRATING because these d******* are 

flying so motherF****** low. why are they such unrelenting F***tards??? 

"YET ANOTHER FLYING AS****. I GIVE THEM THE FINGER EVERY TIME THEY 

GO ROARING BY, THEY ARE SO F****** LOW I HOPE THEY SEE ME DOING IT. 

OH, THERE’S ANOTHER F****** AS**** 30 SECONDS AFTER THE LAST ONE. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE AND ALL ASSOC WIT IT" 

Again???!!!!! 

11:03am 10/10 lopez village.  Screaming and roaring Growler. Ear splitting. 

Another thundering Growler over Lopez Village. Oct 10. 11:08am. This is 

now a common occurrence. This is not on flight pattern.  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

Low level growler aircraft with gear down  

in the last 45 seconds, two more F****** A******* flying less than 200 feet 

over my house. F*** i hate these dipS***s so much. 

why are these F****** A******* flying so F****** low?!?!?!?!?!!!! i could 

literally see the dumb***pilot flying the piece of S*** war toy as it just 

went tearing by my window. i hate these dumba**** so F****** much. 

can’t wait to leave here. 

HOLY S*** THAT WAS THE LOUDEST ONE YET. MY HEADACHE INSTANTLY 

RATCHETED UP A LEVEL. I HATE THESE IDIOTS SO MOTHERF****** MUCH. 

We were just about ready to go to the Coupeville recycling center and the 

Growler jets started flying -- outrageously too noisy to be outside and forget 

going to the recycling center. 

Growler landing practice has been going on for some hours now. Their 

looping circuit is being flown farther to the east than typical, swinging well 

out over Saratoga Passage. With the strong SW winds, the jet noise is 

deafening.  

SURPRISE! IT’S ANOTHER FLYING AS**** LESS THAN 200 FEET OFF THE 

GROUND FLYING RIGHT OVER MY HOUSE. I F****** HATE THEM SO 

F****** MUCH. I HAVE A SPLITTING HEADACHE FROM THESE IDIOTS. 

two more flying A******* in the last 45 seconds. so motherF****** 

irritating to try to plan making a phone call around these dumba****. since, 

you know, it’s impossible to talk on the phone when the dickheads go 

roaring overhead all F****** day. 

YAY! HERE’S ANOTHER FLYING AS****!!! 

South Lopez.  Loud jet overhead.  Deep threatening roar of the Growler.  

The noise just blows up  the sky and invades our home. 

LESS THAN 30 SECONDS SINCE THE LAST ONE. 

"Outrageous! We could not take the recycling out to the Coupeville 

recycling center today. Life should not be planned around what the NASWI 

is doing which is a PTSD symptom in disguise. Military authoritarianism only 

responds to lawsuits. 

South Lopez.  ANOTHER loud growler overhead. 

S. Lopez. Oct 10. 4:22,  Very loud Growler overhead. The noise penetrates 

our home. 

oh, less than 8 SECONDS after the last plane now THERE’S A F****** 

LOUDER THAN F*** GROWLER THAT JUST NOW FLEW BY. THE NOISE AND 

VIBRATION FROM THIS PIECE OF S*** AIRCRAFT IS 

UNF******ACCEPTABLE!!!! F*** THE NAVAL AIR BASE. 

here’s more deafening noise and vibration from a piece of S*** growler. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE. 



yet again here are the LOUDER THAN F****** F*** GROWLER PIECE OF 

S*** PLANES. HOW IN THE F*** IS IT LEGAL TO SUBJECT INNOCENT PEOPLE 

TO THIS RANDOM ND LOUDER THAN F*** AND NONSTOP NOISE. answer: it 

isn’t. but the naval airbase gives NO F***S. 

here’s yet another piece of S*** insanely loud growler. F*** THE ‘growlers’ 

AND F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

and here’s yet anther piece of S*** flying a piece of S***. F*** THE 

GROWLERS AND F*** THE NAVAL 

AIRBASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

"here’s another F****** “growler,” they should have been named “LOUD 

AS F*** ANNOYING AS F*** VIBRATING AS F***er” 

AND ANOTHER ONE FIVE SECONDS LATER 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

yay. the t*** rockets are back again with their deafening noise and 

vibration. F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE AND F*** THE “growlers.” 

five seconds after the last one, this timne even F****** LOWER. F*** THESE 

G******* A******* 

here’s yet another F****** plane low enough to rattle the windows. F*** 

THESE F****** GROWLERS AND F***KKKKK THE NAVAL AIRBASE!!!!!!!!!! 

"HEY, THANKS FOR MAKING SURE MY HEADACHE STARTS BACK UP AGAIN 

JUST AS I’M GETTING READY FOR BED. HERE’S TWO MORE 150 FEET OVER 

MY HOUSE. 

F****** A*******." 

cool! seven seconds after the last flying As****, here’s another 

motherF****** loser roaring past 

and here’s anothrer F****** As**** 200 feet off the ground directly over 

my house. F*** THESE PIECE OF S*** GROWLERS AND F***KKKK THE 

F****** NAVAL AIRBASE 

and here’s ANOTHER F****** JET DIRECTLY OVERHEAD 

HEY THASNKS FOR MAKING SURE MY POOR DOG HAS BEEN COWERING IN 

THE CORNER ALL DAY DUE TO YOUR F****** ILLEGAL NOISE POLLUTION. 

SHE SAYS YOU CAN ALL GO F***KKK YOURSELVES AND THAT SHE HATES 

YOU TOO. 

AND HERE’S A FOURTH DIRECTLY OVER F***INB HEAD IN KLESS THAN 2 

MINUTES. I F****** HATE THESE MOTHERF****** A******* 

awesome! 30 seconds since the last F****** idiot flew overhead. NICE! 

here’s yet AF******NOTHER IN 10 SECONDS. AND YET A F****** NOTHER 

RATTLING THE WINDOWS AND ROARING PAST. THREE IN 15 SECONDS. 

F***KKKK THE NAVAL AIRBASE. 

F*** ALL THESE A*******. SO F****** SICK OF THIS BULLLLS***TTTT 

F*** YOU, YOU F****** AS******. HERE’S ANOTHER ONE!!!!!!!!!! 

"here’s  A. FIFTH F****** AS**** SHAKING THE DISHES IN THE CUPBOARD. 

IN FOIUR F****** MINUTES. 

F***KKKKKKK THE NAVAL AIRBASE" 

here’s another MOTHERF****** PIECE OF S*** T*** ROCKET  

i used to be disturned by piucs of people spitting on vietnam vets. NOW I 

WOULD BE AST THE FRONT OF THE LINE TO SPIT ON THESE F****** 

AS***** WHO FLY 150 FEET OVER MY HOUSE ALLLL MOTHERF****** 

DAYYYYY 

move away form here. 

YET ANOTHER F***TARD IN THEIR PIECE OF S*** GROWLER 

This was going on all day.  Terrible noise.   



S. Lopez. 9:01am. 10/11.  The war on Whidbey continues.  The bombing 

blasts of noise reach us here on Lopez. Engine run-ups?  Take-offs?  What 

does it matter.  The noise blasts us 14 miles away.   

Lopez. All morning blasts of sound 

"Wow, that was intense noise and still continues. A few jet noise instances 

this morning; however, this one was the worst in quite a while.  

Also jet engine testing late evening last night. " 

The skies are roaring with Growler noise.  I would like to walk outside on my 

break but why would I want to have to hear war noise? Inside I can wear 

noise-cancelling headphones - tho those do not stop the vibrations.But 

headphones outside are silly. 

"Iceberg point lopez 

Very slow very low growler 

Landing gear down 

Very very loud" 

S. Lopez.  Growler, maybe two, roaring overhead.  The house is filled with 

the jet roar and high pitched scream. 10/11/23.  12:59pm. 

Extremely loud…ear shattering! Frightening! 

S Lopez.  Another Growler jet  roaring overhead.  1:02pm.  Oct 11. 

Oh my god, this was so loud it interrupted everything happening in my 

household. I work from home and couldn't hear my own thoughts beyond 

the massive roar of a jet directly overhead. This continued to repeat every 

minute or so. Inhumane and insane! 

AND HERE’S ANOTHER F***ER ROARING OVERHEAD 

F*** the four t*** rockets flying by in the last six minutes. AND F***KKKKK 

THE NAVAL AIRBASE 

GOD F****** DAMN. STOP WITH THIS BATS*** INSANE NOISE!!!! I F****** 

HSTER THEM SOOOOO F****** MUCH 

I AM SO F****** SICK AND TIRED OF WEARING EARPLUGS ALL THE TIME. IT 

MAKES MY TINNITUS UNBEARABLE. F***KKKKK THE NAVAL AIRBASE AND 

ALL ASSOCIATED WITH IT. 

S Lopez. Hell of a day. Jet noise just about constant. Right now there is 

ANOTHER growler roaring around the skies. Navy exhibits total disregard. 

still roaring. Still roaring. Still roaring. Now the roaring is louder. Still 

roaring.  Still roaring. 

4:51 another bombing blast and now there is a growler flying over, 

screaming and roaring. The noise is like the sky being ripped apart. 

4:44pm Oct 11. South Lopez.  Huge rumble and roar from NASWI. Very loud 

in our home . 

My pets just ran down the hall in a panic after that last flyover. It sounded 

like a crack of lighting in the backyard. Maybe some inconsiderate Navy 

scumbag is getting too close to the speed of sound. 

Insanely loud jet (or jets) just passed over Mt. Vernon. It was a sonic assault 

that made my head feel like it was being squeezed and now I've got the kind 

of headache you get after hitting your head. 

dh! 

fy 

screaming Growler low over Mud Bay. Sounds like the jets are just flying 

around. No pattern. 

Loud growler again over mud bay. Stopped conversation. 

Flying directly over our house so low my 2 yr old can't go to sleep. 

Startled awake ! 



COOL! HERE’S THE NEXT F****** AS**** ROARING OVERHEAD, TWO 

MOTHERF****** MINUTES SINCE THE LAST ONE. 

S. Lopez. 10/12.  10:57am. Had to be outside to do some chores.  What 

misery!  A prolonged thunderous blasting roar from Whidbey.  Sounded like 

the whole fleet was taking off. Most uncomfortable.  The deep pounding 

pulsing roar makes my head hurt. 

Another Growler roar from Whidbey slams into us.  10/12/  11:15am. The 

disruption of the morning continues. 

I hate the Navy so much. I used to think it was a respectable institution, but 

their indifference to the pain they're causing has changed my mind. 

What a welcome. Jets flying overhead.  

"Totally ridiculous destruction of this pastoral setting! 

We just had an earthquake.. we are all on edge.. stop it! 

The destruction of the environment above and below the Sea through jet 

noise etc. NASWI is the harbinger of death and destruction. 

Constant loud and disturbing jets flying for the past hour  

Jets flying directly over downtown Coupeville and hospital. Windows are 

rattling. Jets are flying very low over the hospital and high school.  

So disruptive, chest pressure rising, we went from watching the geese fly 

(over a bird sanctuary!!!) to having to shut down the whole house and 

having dinner disrupted, cannot even think, this is not appropriate here. 

Unreal noise. 

"A violation of my 2nd Amendment right to meditate at night. Meditation 

requires a deep inner quiet.  NASWI needs to be sued for the abridgment of 

my rights. 

Engine run up rumbling on south Lopez  

9:54am. 10/13. S Lopez.  TWO RUMBLING ROARS VIBRATE THROUGH OUR 

HOME IN QUICK SUCCESSION.  LOUD AND DISTURBING.  MY FEET FEEL IT 

THROUGH THE FLOOR.  MY BODY FEELS IT.  NOW HERE GOES ANOTHER.  

LAUCHING ALL THE GROWLERS? 

S LOPEZ.  9:56AM.  10/13.  ANOTHER POUNDING ROAR FROM NASWI.  

CONSECUTIVE BOMBING BLASTS. Navy has total disregard for residents of 

this region.  Good neighbor? BAH! Just lies. 

10am on a Friday morning, very nice.  

Growlers are roaring .  The air here on Lopez is FULL of jet noise.  Constant 

thunder.  Loud and bothering. October 13. 10:28am. 

Southend of Lopez.  Oct 13. 10:23am.  I stepped outside for a breath of air.  

BIG MISTAKE.  It was the moment of a huge thundering blast from Whidbey.  

It felt like the trees were shaking along with me.  The air just VIBRATES.  All 

morning.... 

Lopez village. Oct 13 11:07am. The air is throbbing from a huge thunder like 

noise. It is clearly Growler engines. 

In lopez village. October 13, 11:25. There is vibrating jet roaring coming 

from the south. Very loud. 

Thanks to the Navy Terrorists, I just got to try out my new $200 custom 

earplugs in extreme conditions. Not perfect, but better than losing my 

hearing to some trainee being "a bit noisier" than the Navy models 

predicted. 

South Lopez. Oct 13 1:11pm.  LOUD Burst of thunder, otherwise known as 

Growler  noise.  Long long growling roar filled the skies. 

S. Lopez. The jet roaring has been continuous. Think of a coal train rumbling 

in your front yard. Think of your washing machine on spin cycle right next to 

your chair. It has been constant. Engine run-ups or takeoffs -whatever - the 

noise is jarring. 

North Lopez Island 



Decatur. Loud growler roaring overhead. Deafening!!!! 

North Decatur. Another ear splitting Growler overhead. Oct 16. 11:03am 

North Decatur. Oct 16 11:07am growler sounds like the sky is ripping apart. 

Too loud.  

More LOUD GROWLERS! 

Multiple extremely loud, low flying growler aircraft  

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

STILL BLASTING AWAY UP THERE!!!!! 

BOMBING FORKS!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Los over S Lopez  

"Oct 16, 2pm. Mud Bay, Lopez.  Loud growler screaming and roaring over us. 

Mud Bay.  Growler flying over our home.  DEAFENING. Oct 16, 2:07pm 

Oct 16, 4:03pm. Lopez.  First the scream of the oncoming Growler.  Then the 

deep roar as it seems to turn, with the noise thundering. 

Growlers disrupting the peace in Port Townsend,Wa It has been days of jet 

noise since the attack in Middle East. No reason for this rush to burn more 

jet fuel and cause more chaos.  

South Lopez.  TV on.  Dishwasher running.  But what overcomes all of that in 

noise?  A HUGE Growler roar from NASWI 14 miles away! Growlers are TOO 

LOUD>  Quit abusing this region! 

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down  

South Lopez.  Oct 17/ 11:45am.  ANOTHER Growler screaming and roaring 

over us. 

South Lopez.  Extremely loud Growler jets over us. 

Roaring overhead- befitting a war zone, Anacortes near the ferry.  Just a 

regular Tuesday here in the peace free zone of navy war games.  This 

belongs in a place far from civilians.  It is near constant abuse here and 

harmful to civilians. 

deafeningly loud aircraft overhead, can't see them but you can't miss the 

auditory assault 

So. Lopez.  Growler screaming over Mud Bay.  Deafening. Oct 17 12:42pm.  

Is this a flight path deviation?  I think so! 

South Lopez.  The Growler noise in the skies and into our home is 

CEASELESS.  Rumbling, roaring. Insistent thunder. Oct 17, 1pm 

Ripping sky shredding scream for a minute at least- thankfully this growler 

was just transiting overhead, on its way somewhere.  Dangerous levels of 

sound, few times today with sinister thunder otherwise.  Anacortes.  

Tuesday 

Some Navy Domestic Terrorists just flew over Mt. Vernon.  Maybe the Air 

Force should shoot them down. 

Repetitive Growler jet noise abuse. 

ptsd 

Lopez village. Oct 18. 10:03am. Why am I hearing such loud jet rumbling and 

deep roaring here in Lopez Village? The Growlers are so loud they shake us 

all the way up here.  

South Lopez. Oct 18. 11:01am.  Lots of jet roaring in the skies.  Very loud 

and unpleasant to be outside.  I guess Rep Larsen forgot his interest in 

mitigating the Growler noise. Frankly, I think he forgets San Juan County. 

Ear-shattering overflight!!   

South Lopez. Oct 18, 2:18pm.  ANOTHER HUGE ROAR.  Growler taking off, 

that is what it sounds like.  The noise is penetrating and vibrating. 



2:05pm. Oct 17. S Lopez.  Tremendous roar as if a rocket is lifting off.  Then  

the roar of a Growler, seeming to be heading west. The roar is long, not 

even fading into the distance. 

South Lopez. 2:23pm. Oct 18.  ANOTHER huge roar.  We may as well be 

living next to Cape Canaveral.  Again, the Growler roaring .  The noise goes 

west, and roars on and on and on and on. 

Sounds like a hundred trains are driving through my yard. I hate the Navy so 

much. 

South Lopez. 8:53amOct 19. Deep, penetrating rumbling vibration hits our 

home. Growler jet noise so loud it comes into this room, an interior room 

with no window or door. That is Navy home invasion. 

War Zone over Forks 

Lopez, Southend. 10/19  10:55am.  There has been a lot of Growler noise 

coming from Whidbey.  It is a Growl on the horizon, filling the air.  Very 

annoying.  Headache-making. 

South Lopez.  Loud growler jet overhead. Lots of roaring.  Blotted out the 

music I am listening to. 

Ouch. Had to cover my ears it was sooooo loud.It was way too low.  

F****** p**** defeaning 

fy 

fy 

fy 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our afternoon  

fy need a "defeaning" option under loudness, or are you too cowardice to 

take responsibility for this 110 decibel level sound. 

Location map not working. Growlers flying around Port Townsend 

destroying the quality of life here and everywhere else they go. Constant 

noise from Whidbey Island with the jets flying around the clock. F*** the 

navy  

South Lopez.  Loud Growler overhead.  Disturbed me as I concentrate on my 

work. The noise is so threatening and loud. 

S Lopez.  What is this? A minute ago we had a loud Growler overhead. Now 

we have another on its tail screaming through the skies over us. I have no 

faith in the Navy or Pilots.  I think they are just scammers.  

S Lopez. Oct 20, 12:14pm.  I just reported one Growler after another 

screaming over us.  Now here is the third.  High pitched scream, then low 

growling roar.  Are they chasing each other? Probably pilots playing games 

on our tax dollars. 

Coming back for a 3rd pass over Mt. Vernon. Didn't cause enough pain the 

first two times I guess. Terrorists aren't known for caring about people. 

Navy terrorists flying over again. 

Navy terrorists looping around for another pass. Shock and awe all around! 

At approximately 2:00PM my neighborhood was SHAKEN by an extremely 

low level, exceedingly loud overflight by multiple Growlers.  The dB level 

exceeded  anything I have ever experienced from Growlers, except when in 

Oak Harbor at a Growlers launch. 

Just watched a jet fly right through a huge flock of birds over Crockett Lake. 

All the birds scattered, this is so dangerous and wrong. 

NASWI's Military Authoritarian Consciousness as noise needs to be put in 

checkmate mode by filing lawsuits for their taking of property without 

compensation and the 2nd Amendment for one being denied to practice 

one's spiritual path or religion. 

It is dinner time and the Growler jets are flying with their horrendously loud 

noise. 



Density altitude: -500’ 

HUGE EXPLOSIVE ROAR from NASWI. 10:58am Oct 24.  Outside talking 

about a yard problem and we were both startled by the blast.  Conversation 

stopped. Prolonged roar.  Disruptive. 

Southend Lopez.  Big vibrating rumble from NASWI. 10/24/23 10:01am 

defeaning needs to be a category in loudness option 

Jet after jet over South Lopez 

S. Lopez.  First the SCREAMING noise, then the deep rolling roar of Growler 

overhead.  Why are you flying over Lopez?  What is your business here? 

S Lopez.  SCREAMING ROARING GROWLER overhead.  SOUNDS LIKE IT IS 

GOING TO LAND ON OUR ROOF! HORRENDOUS  AND THREATENING NOISE.  

The Navy is so arrogant, thinking it is OK to fly over residences. Their 

mission?  Terror. 

S. Lopez.  Jet roaring continues, as if the growler is turning in circles over us.  

The roaring echoes in the skies and in our home. 

S. Lopez. Jet noise roaring in the skies.  Sounds like the growler is sending 

out waves of noise.  Turning?  Very loud and eerie. 

Excruciatingly loud.  

S. Lopez.  Right on the heels of one 30 seconds ago, ANOTHER BOMBING 

BLAST of jet roar from NASWI. Oct 24, 12:54pm. 

South Lopez.  ANOTHER jet noise blast from NASWI. Doors and windows 

closed, yet the house is filled with that noise. 

Not sure why the Navy thinks it's ok to fly some of the loudest noise makers 

in the world over civilian areas. Maybe they're just cruel. Or incompetent. 

We'll never know because they're not required to tell us. 

What is it these jerks are doing that requires them to fly so loud and so fast 

over the city? If they're _trying_ to be excessively and painfully loud, they're 

succeeding. 

S Lopez.  Loud jet roaring over us.  The jet noise echoes and echoes and 

echoes. 

S. Lopez.  It is pretty sad when the jet noise in your home is louder than the 

dishwasher and washing machine & TV.  The jet noise today has been a 

burden on our senses. I know Coupeville gets it bad from OLF. Our noise is 

different, but awful, too. 

S. Lopez.  SCREAMING GROWLER overhead. HUGE NOISE. 

Had to take my earplugs out for a phone call and sounds like the Navy is still 

out there terrorizing Mt. Vernon civilians. Shame. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

South Lopez. 4:15pm.  Taking a walk, just to get some fresh air, and I am 

unfortunately in the middle of a war that the Navy is waging on us.  The jet 

noise in the air is LOUD, booming, and EVERYWHERE.  There is no escape. 

Ridiculous loud flights overhead, please stop attacking us  

Lots of Jet noise late afternoon and dinner time. Disruptive and distracting.  

South Lopez. 

Flight website: "SKB11" a few miles off coast. 

S Lopez.  The BOOMING and BOMBING JET NOISE CONTINUES.  9:03am 0CT 

25 

Sounds like a volcano is exploding in Mt. Vernon.  The Navy anti-heroes are 

really outdoing themselves this morning. 

Enormously loud military jets flying near Mt. Vernon now. Maybe our 

congress critters should do something about the Navy thinking it's ok to 

abuse the citizenry for their entertainment. 



Wow, sounds like the Navy is committed to being total bags of crap today. 

Better keep the Tylenol handy. 

S Lopez. Loud jet roaring over us. Too loud!!!! 

South Lopez.  Super Loud growler screaming over us. 

Wow. The one going overhead right now is LOUD. I'm indoors with all the 

windows shut and my ears still feel like I'm rapidly changing altitude while 

someone is shouting at me. This shouldn't be allowed over a city. 

S Lopez. Just returned from a non-health walk outside. Why non-health? 

The ear-splitting scream & roar of two growler runs overhead. That's why. 

The noise is excruciating. I can be on the street in front of SeaTac & it is not 

as loud or deafening. 

Yet another blast of debilitating noise from the Navy. 

3:43pm Oct 25.  South Lopez. The growler noise continues.  Right now 

ANOTHER ROARING blast of Jet noise marches right into our home. 

3:59pm, Oct 25.  S. Lopez.  Here comes another screaming Growler.  First it 

is the scream, then the roar as it comes closer, right now.  Then a deeper 

roar as it sems to turn.  TOO LOUD! 

It is too damn loud. Isn't time to file another lawsuit against the Navy 

regarding these situations and stop admiring these problems? 

MF 

Keep the noise on Whidbey. Afterall, they're the ones that want it. 

Insanely, painfully, unbelievably loud jet flying over Mt. Vernon right now. 

Outrageously loud, birds are flying like crazy outside! The time is past due 

and to stop admiring these situations and DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT! What 

are YOU going to do about these too noisy Growler jets? Where are your 

moral forces re. this?  

Monday morning, supposed to be working from home but can't since there 

are insanely loud jets flying over. Absolutely ridiculous, someone please get 

these things out of here 

Whidbey destroying Port Townsend. Can't enjoy the beautiful sunshine 

outside because of the extreme noise. Where's our compensation? 

A repeat of the previous moral degradation and destruction of this 

environment. Previously I had to disconnect from a Zoom spiritual reading 

which constitutes an abridgemnt of my 2nd Amendment rights. 

The Navy is out there making it sound like an enormous trucker convoy is 

flying over Mt. Vernon.  Nothing outside of a mountain exploding should be 

making that much noise. 

There they go again. This is my fifth report so far today. They don't provide 

a schedule. There's no way to plan around when they'll be making it 

impossible to work or be outside. It's domestic terrorism. 

There go the Navy weaklings being playground bullies again. When will 

these people have the strength to admit they're being cruel and petty? 

I think 9 million leaf blowers just flew over my home. Oh. Wait. Nevermind, 

it was just the Navy torturing us. 

Same outrageously pathetic condition as before. 

2 growler flyover. We’re extremely loud, even when I was underwater . 

They have been flying this time since 4:00 P.M., and again I had to cancel 

our Zoom reading with my fiancee in Brazil from Anthroposophical Leading 

Thoughts on the section that addresses Christmas. 

"It’s actually shutting down my internet ! 

It’s so loud!!!" 



Here come the Navy terrorists. Getting louder and Louder and LOUDER. 

Gotta make sure the citizens of Mt. Vernon don't forget they live in the 

Navy's hellscape. 

so loud - shakes the house - have to put my business call on hold.   And this 

now going on repeatedly for the last 15 minutes.    

Enjoying your sunset flights, and ruining the sunset for Port Townsend? 

"Totally offensive noise! The being of military authoritarian consciousness 

permeates the neighborhood with the stench of death.  

It was a rumor of them coming tonight, Halloween night and people are 

going to try to take the kids downtown. They shouldn’t have to be ran out 

of the neighborhood by these growlers. 

It’s so loud over our house the trick-or-treaters can’t even get out on the 

streets and have fun. The neighbors have two newborns. He can’t wear 

earplugs what’s gonna happen there hearing. 

Multiple Growler aircraft circling in a touch and go practice landing pattern.     

"This is getting way out of hand!  

Yesterday was horrible! And now again tonight????  

I would really like someone there ! To sit in my house and listen to this!" 

Why the hell are growlers flying above homes on Camano for landing 

practice on whidbey  

Halloween and growlers making so much noise  

So loud kids came in from outside 

Makes it very difficult to go to sleep!!!! 

Trying to go to sleep 

More rumbling jet noise from Whidbey this evening. 7:25pm. S Lopez. 

Loud rumbling jet noise from Whidbey.  South Lopez. 10:09am. I felt the 

noise through the floor, at first thinking the garage door was going up and 

wondering why.  But no, it is growler  roar. 

Very loud noise from the jets for a long period of time. Interrupting dinner 

and study time for kids 

Flights so bad that I will have to sleep in the unfinished basement. It’s cold, 

damp, and spiders to get away from the noise. 

Loud enough to drown out birdsong. Pervasive inside our house 

Long day but can not rest for a tomorrow with jet noise. 

One of many  

We are all so tired. They have been flying all evening. No way to sleep while 

they fly. We have work and school tomorrow. How are we supposed to 

function ion.  

Bedtime! 

Anacortes ferry dock. Deep rumbling of nearby growler noise. Always hate 

to hear it because it means jets might be flying over us in a few minutes. 

Anxiety based on experience! 

Lots of rumbling in the skies.  S. Lopez.  The noise rolls over to us across the 

water, despite the distance. The constant sounds of war.  It used to be quiet 

here. 

Long low rumble. 

two passes 

Lots of jet noise coming from NASWI this morning.  Right now there is a 

rolling roaring noise.  Now there is a Growler flying overhead. A very BIG 

roar. This is disruptive. Never know when the jet will zoom down on us. 

Growler rumbling.  ALL MORNING.  Disruptive. S Lopez. 



S. Lopez.  An extremely disrupted day.  Growlers roaring from NASWI 

activity.  Thunder Thunder Thunder. 

there was just a plane with 4 propellers that just flew as low as the F****** 

GROWLERS. prop plane noise is totally OK. the F****** GROWLERS ARE 

LOUDER THAN F****** F***KKKKK. I F****** HATE THEM SO 

MOTHERF******* MUCH.  

I’m vibrating again  

More jet roaring from Whidbey.  Being outside is being enveloped in roaring 

skies. S. Lopez. 

three passes 

4th pass 

"What is going on??? 

Constant noise since several weeks!!! 

I can’t even keep up sending notifications…" 

Lopez village. Deep rumbling of Growler activity. Thunder-like. 

South Lopez. Oct 17 2:43pm .  Loud jet roar intrudes into zoom meeting. 

Severe noise from the jets. My heart is racing and you can not get away 

from it in the house. It is so stressful.  

Been going for hours 

S Lopez.  Jet noise rumbling sends vibrations into our home. 

Every 5 minutes. . Just multiply this complain 12 time  

Engine run up rumbling over south Lopez 11 miles from Ault Field.  

LOUD!!! 

I heard a couple more Growlers earlier today but wasn't able to document 

them. 

Sounds like a million big trucks are driving through Mt. Vernon. Or an 

earthquake or volcano. Or maybe the Navy is just terrorizing us again. 

Helicopter  

Felt the floor and walls vibrating from jet roar from NASWI.  6:57pm.  Not 

comfortable.  Earthquake or Growler, who would know? 

ANOTHER roaring vibrating rumble hits our home. Across the water from 

Whidbey.  The Navy terrorism continues. Southend Lopez 7:17pm. 

Vibrating roar from Whidbey.  7:13pm.  I guess it is time for the Navy to 

start its citizen torture game. My body feels the vibrations.  This cannot be 

good.  Southend Lopez. 

Blasted again by jet roaring from NASWI.  The air is filled with engine run-

up. South Lopez. 9/19.  7:08pm. 

Louder, longer, stronger vibrations. 

Been flying (2 of them) all afternoon  

Distracting rumbling and vibration while trying to work. 

Two jets flew directly over house. So low you could see the red from jet 

engines. Woke everyone up on a school night. Set off coyotes in the fields. 

Kids scared of jet noise and being woken up. This is ridiculous. Something 

has to be done. 

S Lopez. 6:50 pm. AGAIN. More rumbling roars from Whidbey.  Sounds like 

Growlers taking off, one after the other.  THUNDERING skies. 

Evening, 9/26. S Lopez.  LOUD rumbling and vibrating roars coming from 

Whidbey. 

Worst noise level, ever. Windows rattling, my chest is vibrating, extremely 

loud and aircraft flying very low. 



Going for an hour now, very loud 

No idea what that was. Sounded like a Navy jet exploding. Can only hope so. 

Strange reason I have in house, vibrating and neighbors have two newborn 

babies 

Numerous Growler overflights all day long! 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

Vibration from the growler rock, tire refrigerator in this and the water lines 

lose and my kitchen, pantry and bathroom flooded. Had to tear everything 

out it was wet and got moldy. Been working on getting it fixed for five 

months. 

10/6 9:45. S Lopez.  Rumbling roar from Whidbey.  Where is the engine 

noise mitigation promised by Rep Larsen? 

S. Lopez. Oct 6. Morning. Lots of rumbling vibrating roars coming from 

NASWI.  Ruining a quiet morning. 

Vibration has really been making me feel uncomfortable recently.  

Almost unbearable all week, all night low continual noise. No sleep just 

pushes you to the limit , how abour a break. 

I heard some low rumbling jet noise. It made me happy that they were 

practicing to defend our country. I pointed out to my kids how great it was. 

Thank you to our military for keeping us safe, 

AGAIN and AGAIN.  Continuous thundering vibrating Growler roars from 

Whidbey. 9"50am. 10/10.  S Lopez. Engine run-ups?  What happened to 

noise mitigation, Rep Larsen?  Did you just forget? 

ANOTHER rumbling jet roar from Whidbey. 10/10 9:46am.  S. Lopez.  If we 

can experience this at 14 miles away, it must be pretty awful to live in 

Anacortes or Oak Harbor.   

AGAIN, right on the heels of previous jet thunder.  S Lopez. 10/10.  9:48am. 

Morning hell. 

South Lopez. Rumbling, vibrating, deep Growler thunder from Whidbey. 

9:28am, Oct 10 

Repeated jet noise. 

ANOTHER military plane just flew by 150 feet off ther ground. however, 

unlike the LOUDER THAN F****** F*** ’growlers” this was a prop plane and 

there was a F****** MANAGABLE level of noise and vibration. F*** THE 

GROWLERS, THEY ARE NOT F****** OK!!!! 

Window rattling passes over town. 

Another window shaking pass over town. Also several more between 7:30 

and now that didn't shake the house. 

"Probably should move to Seattle and live near Boeing be quieter. Just don't 

get it, it's ok to disrupt people's life with 24/7 noise pollution.  

" 

S. Lopez. 8:50am.  10/11.  Vibrating rumbling long roar from NASWI.  A 

disturbing noise in a  quiet morning. 

ANOTHER rumbling roar disturbing the morning. S. Lopez. 

Another explosion of jet roar from NASWI. S. Lopez. 10/11 10:24am. 

HUGE ROAR AND RUMBLE FROM NASWI, FELT 14 MILES AWAY.  October 11.  

10:37.  It has been going on all morning. 

Prolonged rumbling roar from NASWI.  I feel the vibrations in the floor.  This 

is both disruptive and annoying. S. Lopez. 

see, that last flying F***bucket was 500’ off the ground and the noise level 

was relatively managable compared to the F****** A******* WHO FLY 150 

FEET DIRECTLY OVER MY HOUSE. 



9:53am. Oct 12.  S Lopez.  Pounded by jet roar and vibration from Whidbey. 

Still noise at several times today.   

S Lopez. 10:04am. 10/12.  Huge rumbling, Deep vibrating waves.  Growler 

action at Whidbey.  All yesterday, and now today?   

Southend Lopez.  10/12. 10:23am.  ANOTHER #$%%^&** roar and pulsating 

vibration from Whidbey.  The house shivers. This is home invasion and Navy 

terrorism. 

S. Lopez. 10/12, 10:54am.  I can't report every jet noise intrusion.  I am 

trying to work!.  But I believe reporting is important.  So, right now, 

ANOTHER explosive Growler roar from Whidbey. 

Oct 12, 1:32pm.  Another loud blast of jet noise from Whidbey. All morning 

and now afternoon.  Sad. 

They are back. 

Multiple takeoffs of Growler aircraft from Whidbey NAS causing vibrations 

and annoyance  

9:11am. 10/13 S. Lopez.  THROBBING, PULSATING, DEEP THREATENING 

RUMBLING ROAR of growler noise from NASWI.  Guess Rep Larsen forgot 

his interest in noise mitigation. A whole lot of nothing. 

9:05am. 10/13. S Lopez.  Another rumbling roar from Growler activity at 

NASWI shivers through our home. 

10:07am. 10/13. S. Lopez.  I hope everyone on Whidbey is wearing ear 

protection, because it is really loud here 14 miles away.  HUGE pounding 

rumbling roars from Growler engines. 

Our home is vibrating.  10:15am. Oct 13. Southend Lopez.  The booming 

vibrating jet noise from Whidbey fills the air and our home. 

S. Lopez.  Oct 13, 1:36pm.  We must be preparing for war.  The jet noise has 

been incessant.  Rumbling roaring jet engines shutter through our home. 

One came over almost exactly an hour before this one. 

It was a beautiful morning until the Navy destroyed it with their war 

machines. 

Very low and very loud. Stopped work while it flew over.  

Oct 24 South Lopez.  Rumbling roar from Whidbey. 

S Lopez.  ANOTHER vibrating roar shudders through our home from Growler 

roaring at NASWI.  Loud and reverberating.  I feel it in my body.  This is 

invasion. 

S. Lopez.  The Growler roaring and noise vibration continues. 1:30pm Oct 

24. 

S. Lopez.  Very long and loud growler engine roar from Whidbey.  Felt the 

vibration in the floor, to my feet, to my body. 

S. Lopez.  We get direct hits from NASWI as Growlers do engine run-ups and 

take-offs.  The vibrating roar comes straight across the water.  Our homes 

and bodies vibrate. 

Second low pass in as many minutes, this time it only rattled our windows 

but we could still shout to eachother. 

S Lopez.  Oct 25. Another day starting off with booming explosive roars and 

rumbles from NASWI 

Multiple Growlers looping through simulated landing at Ault field.  Two 

Growlers passing from south to north immediately above the west side of 

Camano. 

too loud to go outside 


